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On a small anellation theorem of Gromov
Yann Ollivier
Abstrat
We give a ombinatorial proof of a theorem of Gromov, whih ex-
tends the sope of small anellation theory to group presentations
arising from labelled graphs.
In this paper we present a ombinatorial proof of a small anellation
theorem stated by M. Gromov in [Gro2℄, whih strongly generalizes the usual
tool of small anellation. Our aim is to omplete the six-line-long proof given
in [Gro2℄ (whih invokes geometri arguments).
Small anellation theory is an easy-to-apply tool of ombinatorial group
theory (see [Sh℄ for an old but niely written introdution, or [GH℄ and [LS℄).
In one of its forms, it basially asserts that if we fae a group presentation in
whih no two relators share a ommon subword of length greater than 1/6 of
their length, then the group so dened is hyperboli (in the sense of [Gro1℄,
see also [GH℄ or [Sh℄ for basi properties), and innite exept for some trivial
ases.
The theorem extends these onlusions to muh more general situations.
Suppose that we are given a nite graph whose edges are labelled by genera-
tors of the free group Fm and their inverses (in a redued way, see tehnial
denition below). If no word of length greater than 1/6 times the length of
the smallest loop of the graph appears on the graph, then the presentation
obtained by taking as relations all the words read on all loops of the graph
denes an hyperboli group whih (if the rank of the graph is at least m+1,
to avoid trivial ases) is innite. Moreover, the given graph naturally embeds
isometrially into the Cayley graph.
The new theorem redues to the lassial one when the graph is a bouquet
of irles. Notieably, this riterion is as easy to use as the standard one.
For example, ordinary small anellation theory annot deal with suh
simple group presentations as 〈S | w1 = w2 = w3 〉 beause the two relators
involved here, w1w
−1
2
and w1w
−1
3
, share a long ommon subword. The new
theorem an handle suh situations: for arbitrary enough words w1, w2, w3,
suh presentations will dene innite, hyperboli groups, although from the
lassial point of view these presentations satisfy a priori only the C ′(1/2)
ondition from whih nothing ould be dedued.
Most importantly, this tehnique allows to (quasi-)embed presribed gra-
phs into the Cayley graphs of hyperboli groups. It is the basi onstrution
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involved in the announement of a ounter-example to the Baum-Connes
onjeture with oeients (see [HLS℄ whih elaborates on [Gro2℄, or [Gh℄
for a survey). Indeed, this ounter-example is obtained by onstruting a
nitely generated group (whih is a limit of hyperboli groups) whose Cayley
graph quasi-isometrially ontains a family of expanders.
1 Statement and disussion
Let S be a nite set whih is the disjoint union of two sets S ′ and S ′′, with
a bijetion from S ′ to S ′′ alled being inverse. The elements of S are alled
letters.
A word is a nite sequene of letters. The inverse of a word is the word
made of the inverse letters put in reverse order.
A word is alled redued if it does not ontain a letter immediately fol-
lowed by its inverse.
A labelled omplex is a nite unoriented 2-omplex in whih eah oriented
edge bears a letter, suh that opposite edges bear inverse letters. (Eah un-
oriented edge is onsidered as a ouple of two oriented edges.) Thus eah fae
denes a word (up to inversion and yli permutation) read on its bound-
ary. We require a map of labelled omplexes to preserve labels (but it may
hange orientation of faes, sending a fae to a fae with inverse boundary la-
bel  this amounts to onsidering maps between the orresponding oriented
omplexes).
A labelled graph is a 1-dimensional labelled omplex.
A labelled omplex is said to be redued if there is no pair of oriented
edges arising from the same vertex and bearing the same letter.
Note that a word an be seen as a (linear) labelled graph, whih we will
impliitly do from now on. The word is redued if and only if the labelled
graph is.
A doublet of a labelled omplex is a word whih has two dierent immer-
sions in the labelled omplex. (An immersion is a loally injetive map of
labelled omplexes. Two immersions are onsidered dierent if they are dif-
ferent as maps of 2-omplexes.) This is analogue to the traditionnal piee
of small anellation theory.
A standard family of yles for a graph is a set of paths in the graph,
generating the fundamental group, suh that there exists a maximal subtree
of the graph suh that, when the subtree is ontrated to a point (so that the
graph beomes a bouquet of irles), the set of generating yles is exatly
the set of these irles. There always exists some.
We are now in a position to state the theorem.
Theorem 1 (M. Gromov)  Let Γ be a redued labelled graph. Let
R be the set of words read on all yles of Γ (or on a generating family of
yles). Let g be the girth of Γ and Λ be the length of the longest doublet
of Γ.
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If Λ < g/6 then the presentation 〈S | R 〉 denes a group G enjoying the
following properties.
1. It is hyperboli, torsion-free.
2. If the rank of the fundamental group of Γ is greater than the number
of generators, G is innite and not quasi-isometri to Z.
3. Any presentation of G by the words read on a standard family of yles
of Γ is aspherial (hene the ohomologial dimension of G is at most
2).
4. The shortest relation in G is of length g.
5. For any redued word w equal to e in G, some yli permutation of w
ontains a subword of a word read on a yle of Γ, of length at least
(1− 3Λ/g) > 1
2
times the length of this yle.
6. The natural map from the labelled graph Γ into the Cayley graph of G
is an isometri embedding.
If Γ is a disjoint union of irles, this theorem almost redues to ordinary
1/6 small anellation theory. The almost aounts for the fat that the
length of a shared doublet between two relators is supposed to be less than
1/6 the length of the smallest of the two relators in ordinary small anella-
tion theory, and less than 1/6 the length of the smallest of all relators in our
ase. But it is lear from the proof below that the assumption in the theorem
an be replaed by the following slightly weaker one: for eah doublet, its
length is less than 1/6 the minimal length of the yles of the graph on whih
the doublet appears. With this assumption, the theorem redues to ordinary
small anellation when the graph is a disjoint union of irles.
The group obtained is not always non-elementary: for example, if there
are three generators a, b, c and the graph onsists in two points joined by
three edges bearing a, b and c respetively, one obtains the presentation
〈 a, b, c | a = b = c 〉 whih denes Z. However, sine the ohomologial di-
mension is at most 2, it is easy to hek (omputing the Euler harateristi)
that if the rank of the fundamental group of Γ is greater than the number of
generators, then G is non-elementary.
This theorem is not stated expliitly in [Gro2℄ in the form we give but
using a muh more abstrat formalism of rotation families of groups. In
the voabulary thereof, the ase presented here is when this rotation family
ontains only one subgroup of the free group (and its onjugates), namely
the one generated by the words read on yles of the graph with some base
point; the orresponding invariant line U is the universal over of the la-
belled graph Γ (viewed embedded in the Cayley graph of the free group).
Reduedness of the labelling ensures quasi-onvexity.
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In [Gro2℄, this theorem is applied to a random labelling (or rather a vari-
ant of this theorem given below, in whih reduedness is replaed with quasi-
geodesiity). It is not diult, using for example the tehniques desribed
in [Oll℄, to hek that a random labelling saties the small anellation and
quasi-geodesiity assumptions.
2 Proof
We now give some more denitions whih are useful for the proof.
A tile is a planar labelled omplex with only one fae and no other edge
than the boundary edges of this fae (but not neessarily simply onneted).
By our denition of maps between labelled omplexes, a tile is onsidered
equal to the tile bearing the inverse word.
Convention: A tile may bear a word whih is not simple (i.e. is a power of a smaller
word). In this ase the tile has a non-trivial automorphism. Say that on eah boundary
omponent of a tile we mark a starting point and that a map between tiles has to preserve
marked points. This is useful for the study of torsion beause with this onvention as-
pheriity of a presentation implies torsion-freeness and aspheriity of the Cayley omplex.
Note that our denition of aspheriity is thus slightly stronger than the one in [LS℄.
The length of a tile is the length of its boundary.
A tile of a labelled omplex is any of its faes.
A doublet with respet to a set of tiles is a word whih has immersions in
the boundary two dierent tiles, or two distint immersions in the boundary
of one tile.
A puzzle with respet to a set of tiles is a planar labelled omplex all tiles
of whih belong to this set of tiles (the same tile may appear several times
in a puzzle).
A puzzle is said to be minimal if it has the minimal number of tiles for a
given boundary word.
A puzzle is said to be van Kampen-redued if there is no pair of adjaent
faes suh that the words read on the boundary of these two faes are inverse
and the position (with respet to the marked point) of the letter read at a
ommon edge of these faes is the same in the two opies of the boundary word
of these faes (in other words, there is no trivial gluing). This orresponds
to redued van Kampen diagrams (see [LS℄). (Inidentally, a redued puzzle
is van Kampen-redued, though the onverse is not neessarily true.)
Proof of the theorem  Let Γ be a redued labelled graph. Γ denes
a presentation R by taking all the words read along its yles. The group
presented by 〈S | R 〉 will be the same if we take not all yles but only a
generating set of yles.
Note that the assumption on doublets implies that no two distint yles
of Γ bear the same word. We will impliitly use this fat below for uniity
of lifts to Γ.
The fundamental group of the graph Γ is a free group. Let C be a nite
generating set of π1(Γ) (maybe not standard). Let R be the set of words
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read on the yles in C.
Add 2-faes to Γ in the following way: for eah yle in C, glue a disk
bordering this yle.
Note Γ again this 2-omplex. As the yles in C generate all yles, Γ is
simply onneted. If C is taken standard, Γ has no homotopy in degree 2.
Let D be a simply onneted puzzle with respet to the tiles of Γ. We
are going to show that there exists a onstant C > 0 suh that for any D, if
D is van Kampen-redued, then D satises a linear isoperimetri inequality
|∂D| > C |D| where |∂D| is the boundary length of D and |D| is the number
of faes of D. This implies hyperboliity (see for example [Sh℄).
We an safely assume that all edges ofD lie on some fae (there are no l-
aments). Indeed, laments only improve isoperimetry. Generally speaking,
in what follows we will never mention the possible ourrene of laments,
their treatment being immediate. In partiular, we suppose that all verties
of Γ are adjaent to at least two edges (or, equivalently, that any edge is
adjaent to some fae).
Let e be an internal edge of D, between faes f1 and f2. As D is a puzzle
over the tiles of Γ, there are faes f ′
1
and f ′
2
of Γ bearing the same boundary
word as f1 and f2 respetively (maybe up to inversion). (Note that these
faes are unique, sine no two faes of Γ an bear the same word as it would
ontradit the 1/6 ondition on doublets.)
The edge e belongs to f1 and f2 and thus an be lifted in Γ either in f
′
1
or in f ′
2
. Say e is an edge originating from Γ if these two lifts oinide, so
that in Γ, the two faes at play are adjaent along the same edge as they are
in D.
Any labelled omplex with respet to the tiles of Γ, all edges of whih
originate from Γ, an thus be lifted to Γ by lifting eah of its edges.
Note that D is van Kampen-redued if and only if there is no edge e
originating from Γ and adjaent to faes f1, f2 suh that f
′
1
= f ′
2
.
We work by rst proving the isoperimetri inequality for puzzles having
all edges originating from Γ. Seond, we will deompose the graph D into
parts having all their edges originating from Γ and show that these parts are
in 1/6 small anellation with eah other. Then we will use ordinary small
anellation theory to onlude.
We begin by proving what we want for some partiular hoie of R.
Lemma 2  Let ∆ = diam(Γ). Suppose that R was hosen to be the set
of words read on losed paths embedded in Γ of length at most 3∆. Then,
for any losed path in Γ labelling a redued word w, there exists a simply
onneted puzzle with boundary word w, with tiles having their boundary
words in R, all edges of whih originate from Γ, and with at most 3 |w| /g
tiles.
Proof of Lemma 2  If w 6 2∆ then by denition of R there exists a
one-tile puzzle spanning w, and as |w| > g the onlusion holds. Show by
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indution on n that if |w| 6 n∆ there exists a puzzle D spanning w with at
most n piees. This is true for n = 2. Suppose this is true up to n∆ and
suppose that 2∆ 6 |w| 6 (n+ 1)∆.
Let w = w′w′′ where |w′| = 2∆. As the diameter of Γ is ∆, there exists
a path in Γ labelling a word x joining the endpoints of w′, with |x| 6 ∆.
So w′x−1 is read on a yle of Γ of length at most 3∆, hene (its redution)
belongs to R. Now xw′′ is a word read on a yle of Γ, of length at most
|w| − ∆ 6 n∆. So there is a puzzle with at most n tiles spanning xw′′.
Gluing this puzzle with the tile spanning w′x−1 along the x-sides provides
the desired puzzle. (Note that this gluing ours in Γ, so that edges of the
resulting puzzle originate from Γ.)
So for any w we an nd a puzzle spanning it with at most 1+|w| /∆ tiles.
As ∆ > g/2 and as |w| > g, we have 1 + |w| /∆ 6 1 + 2 |w| /g 6 3 |w| /g. 
Corollary 3  For any hoie of R, there exists a onstant α suh that
any minimal simply onneted puzzle D with respet to the tiles of Γ all
internal edges of whih originate from Γ satises the isoperimetri inequality
|∂D| > α |D|.
Proof of Corollary 3  Indeed, the existene of an isoperimetri
onstant does not depend on the presentation. 
The seond lemma is just ordinary small anellation theory (see for ex-
ample the appendix of [GH℄, or [LS℄), stated in the form we need. We inlude
a short proof here for ompleteness.
Lemma 4  Let R be a set of simply onneted redued tiles. Suppose that
any doublet with respet to two tiles t, t′ ∈ R is a word of length at most λ
times the smallest boundary length of t and t′, for some onstant λ < 1/6.
Then any simply onneted van Kampen-redued puzzle D with respet
to the tiles of R satises the following properties.
1. The redution w of the boundary word ofD ontains a subword of some
tile t with length at least (1− 3λ) > 1
2
times the boundary length of t.
2. The word w is not a proper subword of the boundary word of some tile.
3. The boundary length |∂D| is at least 1−6λ times the sum of the lengths
of the faes of D, and at least the boundary length of the largest tile
it ontains.
The value 1/6 is optimal, as a hexagonal tiling shows.
Proof  Let D be a van Kampen-redued puzzle w.r.t. R. We an suppose
that its boundary word is redued (isoperimetry for the redution implies
isoperimetry for D a fortiori). It is a planar graph. Dene a metri graph
D′ as follows: start with D, but for eah pair of adjaent faes, replae all
onseutive edges between these two faes by a single edge. Dene the length
of this new edge as the number of edges it replaes. So D′ is a metri planar
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graph having the same faes as D but in whih every vertex is of degree at
least 3. The small anellation assumption states that the length of any edge
in D′ is at most λ times the smallest boundary length of the two adjaent
faes.
Let V , E and F denote the number of verties, edges and faes of D′,
respetively. Let Ei and Ee denote the number of internal and external edges,
and Fi, Fe the number of internal faes and faes adjaent to the boundary.
Let F 1e and F
2
e denote the number of external faes with exatly one, or at
least two, external edges, respetively.
As every vertex has degree at least 3, we have E > 3V/2. By denition
we have Ee > F
1
e +2F
2
e . Sine λ < 1/6, any internal fae has at least 6 edges.
We now prove that there are at least two external faes with exatly
one external edge and at most three internal edges (this will prove the rst
assertion of the lemma). Let F ′e and F
′′
e be the number of external faes
with exatly one external edge and, respetively, at most three or at least
four internal edges. Sine any internal fae has at least six internal edges,
and sine any external fae with two external edges has at least two internal
edges, we get Ei >
1
2
(F ′e + 4F
′′
e + 2F
2
e + 6Fi).
The Euler formula writes
1 = V − E + F = V −
2
3
E −
1
3
E + F
6 0−
1
3
Ei −
1
3
Ee + Fe + Fi
6 −
1
6
(
F ′e + 4F
′′
e + 2F
2
e + 6Fi
)
−
1
3
(
F ′e + F
′′
e + 2F
2
e
)
+ F ′e + F
′′
e + F
2
e + Fi
=
1
2
F ′e
Hene there exist at least two faes with exatly one external edge and at
most three internal ones.
By the small anellation assumption, the internal edges of suh a fae
have umulated length at most 3λ times the length of this fae. This proves
the rst assertion of the lemma.
The seond assertion is easy. Suppose that the boundary word of some
puzzle is a proper subword w of the boundary word x of some tile t. We know
that w ontains a subword whih ontains a proportion at least (1−3λ) > 1/2
of the boundary word of some tile t′. If |w| 6 |x| /2 we have t′ 6= t, so t and t′
share a ommon subword of length more than one half the boundary length of
t′, whih ontradits the small anellation assumption. If |w| > |x| /2, then
dene a new puzzle by gluing the inverse tile t−1 to the original puzzle (and
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reduing the resulting puzzle): the new puzzles now ontains the redution
of the word wx−1, whih is at least one half of the boundary word of t−1; use
the same argument.
Isoperimetry follows immediately. Let F be a external fae of D′ with
at most three internal edges. Let ℓ be the length of F . Let D′′ be the
(maybe non onneted) graph obtained from D′ by removing F . We have
|∂D′| = |∂D′′|+ ℓ− 2 |F ∩D′′| > |∂D′′|+ (1− 6λ)ℓ hene the onlusion by
bakwards indution on the number of faes.
The fat that the boundary length of D is at least the boundary length
of the largest fae is trivial if D has only one fae, and otherwise follows
from the fat that there are two external faes having at least a proportion
1−3λ > 1
2
of their length on the boundary. Remove suh a fae (but not the
largest one): this dereases the boundary length. Iterate this proess up to
a diagram ontaining only the largest fae. 
Corollary 5  Let R be a set of (not neessarily simply onneted)
redued tiles. Suppose that any doublet with respet to two tiles t, t′ ∈ R
is a word of length at most λ times the smallest length of the boundary
omponent of t and t′ it immerses in, for some onstant λ < 1/6.
Then, any simply onneted puzzle with respet to this set of tiles ontains
only simply onneted tiles.
Proof of the orollary  Let D be a simply onneted puzzle with
respet to R. Let t be a non-simply onneted tile in D. Consider the
subdiagram D′ of D lling one of the holes of t. We an suppose that D′
ontains only simply onneted tiles (otherwise, take again a non-simply
onneted tile in D′ and a diagram lling one of its holes, and repeat this
operation as many times as neessary).
By the previous lemma, the boundary word w of D′ ontains a subword
w′ of the boundary word wt′ of some tile t
′
of D′, with |w′| > |wt′ | /2. But
as all tiles are redued, the boundary word of D′ is the word read on the
boundary omponent of t spanning D′. So t′ and t have in ommon a word
of length at least one half the boundary length of t′, whih ontradits the
assumption. 
Bak to our simply onneted puzzle D with tiles in Γ. A puzzle is built
by taking the disjoint union of all its tiles and gluing them along the internal
edges.
First, dene a (maybe not onneted) puzzle D′ by taking the disjoint
union of all tiles of D and gluing them along the internal edges of D origi-
nating from Γ. All internal edges of D′ originate from Γ.
As D is van Kampen-redued, D′ is as well.
Let Di, i = 1, . . . , n be the onneted omponents of D
′
. They form a
partition of D. The puzzle D is obtained by gluing these omponents along
the internal edges of D not originating from Γ.
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It may be the ase that the boundary word of some Di is not redued.
This means that there is a vertex on the boundary of Di whih is the origin
of two (oriented) edges bearing the same vertex. We will modify D in order
to avoid this. Suppose some Di has non-redued boundary and onsider two
edges e1, e2 of D responsible for this: e1 and e2 are two onseutive edges
with inverse labels. These edges are either boundary edges of D or internal
edges. In the latter ase this means that Di is to be glued to some Dj . We
treat only this latter ase as the other one is even simpler.
Make the following transformation of D: do not glue any more edge e1 of
Di with edge e1 of Dj, neither edge e2 of Di with edge e2 of Dj, but rather
glue edges e1 and e2 of Di, as well as edges e1 and e2 of Dj, as in the following
piture. This is possible sine by denition e1 and e2 bear inverse labels.
e2
e1e1
e2
e1
e2e2
e1
D
iD
j D
iD
j
e
e
D
1
2
i
jD
This kind of operation has been studied and termed diamond move in
[CH℄.
Sine Γ is redued, the lifts to Γ of the edges e1 and e2 of Di are the same
edge of Γ. This shows that the transformation above preserves the fat that
all edges of Di and of Dj originate from Γ.
The resulting diagram (denoted D again) has the same number of faes
as before, and no more boundary edges. Thus, proving isoperimetry for the
modied diagram will imply isoperimetry for the original one as well. So we
an safely assume that the boundary words of the Di's are redued.
Now onsider D as a puzzle with the Di's as tiles. Note that these tiles
are not neessarily simply onneted.
These tiles satisfy the ondition of Corollary 5. Indeed, suppose that the
two tiles Di, Dj are to be glued along a ommon (redued!) word w. By
denition of the Di's, the edges making up w do not originate from Γ.
As the edges of Di originate from Γ, there is a lift ϕi : Di → Γ (as noted
above). Consider the two lifts ϕi(w) and ϕj(w). As the edges making up w
do not originate from Γ, these two lifts are dierent. As w is redued these
lifts are immersions. So w is a doublet. By assumption the length of w is at
most Λ < g/6.
Now as Di lifts to Γ, any boundary omponent of Di goes to a losed
path in the 1-skeleton of Γ. This proves that the length of any boundary
omponent of Di is at least g.
So the tiles Di satisfy the small anellation ondition with λ = Λ/g <
1/6. As they are tiles of a simply onneted puzzle, by Corollary 5 they are
simply onneted.
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Then by Lemma 4, the boundary of D is at least 1 − 6λ times the sum
of the boundary lengths of the Di's. Sine D is minimal, eah Di is as well,
and as Di is simply onneted, by Corollary 3 it satises the isoperimetri
inequality |∂Di| > α |Di|. So
|∂D| > (1− 6λ)
∑
|∂Di| > α(1− 6λ)
∑
|Di| = α(1− 6λ) |D|
whih shows the isoperimetri inequality for D, hene hyperboliity.
For aspheriity and the ohomologial dimension (hene torsion-freeness),
suppose that R is standard (so that Γ is aspherial) and that there exists a
van Kampen-redued spherial diagram D. Dene the Di's as above. As
we shown above that the boundary length of D (whih is 0) is at least the
boundary length of any Di, this means that the boundary length of all the
Di's is 0. Hene eah Di is a spherial diagram itself. But by denition Di
lifts to Γ. We onlude with the following lemma.
Lemma 6  Suppose that the set of paths read along faes of Γ is standard.
Let D be a non-empty spherial puzzle all edges of whih ome from Γ. Then
D is not redued.
Proof of the lemma  Let T be a maximal tree of the 1-skeleton of Γ
witnessing for standardness of the family of yles. Homotope T to a point.
This turns Γ into a bouquet of irles with a fae in eah irle. Similarly,
homotope to a point any edge of D oming from a suppressed edge of Γ.
This way we turn D into a spherial van Kampen diagram with respet
to the presentation of the fundamental group of Γ (i.e. the trivial group)
by 〈 c1, . . . , cn | c1 = e, . . . , cn = e 〉. But there is no redued spherial van
Kampen diagram with respet to this presentation, as an immediately be
heked. 
The last armations of the theorem follow easily from the last arma-
tions of Lemma 4. The smallest relation in the group presented by 〈S | R 〉
is the boundary length of the smallest puzzle, whih by Lemma 4 is at least
the smallest boundary length of the Di's, whih is at least g. Similarly, any
redued word representing the trivial element in the group is the boundary
of a redued diagram, thus ontains as a subword at least one half of the
boundary word of some Di.
For the isoperimetri embedding of Γ in the Cayley graph of the group,
suppose that some geodesi path in the graph labelling a word x is equal to
a shorter word y in the quotient. This means that there exists a puzzle with
boundary word xy−1, made up of tiles with yles of Γ as boundary words.
Now (if Γ ontains no laments) x is part of some yle labelled by w = xz
of the graph. Sine the path x is of minimal length, we have |x| 6 |z|. So
|xy−1| < |w| and in partiular, the puzzle bordering xy−1 annot ontain
a tile with boundary word w. Glue a tile with boundary word (xz)−1 to
the puzzle xy−1 along the subwords x and x−1. This results in a (redued)
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puzzle bordering z−1y−1, ontaining a tile z−1x−1. This is impossible as by
assumption |y| < |x|.
Non-elementariness in ase the rank of the fundamental group of Γ is large
enough follows immediately from a omputation of the Euler harateristi,
using that the ohomologial dimension is at most 2.
This proves the theorem. 
3 Further remarks
Remark 7  The proof above gives an expliit isoperimetri onstant when
the set of relators taken is the set of all words read on yles of the graph
of length at most three times the diameter: in this ase, any minimal simply
onneted puzzle satises the isoperimetri inequality
|∂D| > g(1− 6Λ/g) |D| /3
This expliit isoperimetri onstant growing linearly with g (i.e. homoge-
neous) an be very useful if one wants to apply suh theorems as the loal-
global hyperboli priniple, whih requires the isoperimetri onstant to grow
linearly with the sizes of the relators.
Remark 8  The assumption that Γ is redued an be relaxed a little bit,
provided that some quasi-geodesiity assumption is granted, and that the
denition of a doublet is emended.
Redene a doublet to be a ouple of words (w1, w2) suh that both immerse
in Γ and suh that w1 = w2 in the free group. The length of a doublet (w1, w2)
is the maximal length of w1 and w2.
There are trivial doublets, for example if w1 = w2 and both have the same
immersion. However, forbidding this is not enough: for example, if a word
of the form aa−1w immerses in the graph, then (aa−1w,w) will be a doublet.
A trivial doublet is a doublet (w1, w2) suh that there exists a path p
in Γ joining the beginning of the immersion of w1 to the beginning of the
immersion of w2 suh that p is labelled with a word equal to e in the free
group.
The new theorem is as follows.
Theorem 9 (M. Gromov)  Let Γ be a labelled graph. Let R be the
set of words read on all yles of Γ (or on a generating family of yles). Let
g be the girth of Γ and Λ be the length of the longest non-trivial doublet of
Γ.
Suppose that λ = Λ/g is less than 1/6.
Suppose that there exist a onstant A > 0 suh that any word w immersed
in Γ of length at least L satises ‖w‖ > A(|w|−L) for some L < (1−6λ)g/2.
Then the presentation 〈S | R 〉 denes a hyperboli, innite, torsion-free
group G, and (if R is standard) this presentation is aspherial (hene the
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ohomologial dimension of G is at most 2). Moreover, the natural map
of labelled graphs from Γ to the Cayley graph of G is a (1/A,AL)-quasi-
isometry. The shortest relation of G is of length at least Ag/2, and any
redued word equal to e in G ontains as a subword the redution of at least
one half of a word read on a yle of Γ.
(In the notation of [GH℄, by a (λ, c)-quasi-isometry we wean a map f suh
that d(x, y)/λ− c 6 d(f(x), f(y)) 6 λd(x, y) + c.)
Remark 10  The same theorems hold if we use the C(7) ondition instead
of the C ′(1/6) ondition, but in this ase there is no ontrol on the radius of
injetivity.
Remark 11  Using the tehniques in [Del℄ or [Oll℄, the same kind of the-
orem holds starting with any torsion-free hyperboli group instead of the
free group, provided that the girth of the graph is large enough w.r.t. the
hyperboliity onstant, and that the labelling is quasi-geodesi.
Thanks to Thomas Delzant for having brought the problem to my at-
tention and to Étienne Ghys and Pierre Pansu for helpful disussions and
omments on the manusript.
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